RECOMMENDED PROGRAM 2009 INTAKE

LAW07 — COMMERCE AND LAW
Undergraduate Coherent Study (Major: Commerce and Law)
BACHELOR OF COMMERCE WITH BACHELOR OF LAWS (BCom LLB)

**General requirements:** Minimum number of credit points: 116. Minimum number of credit points which satisfy the requirements for the degree of Bachelor: 68. Maximum number of credit points at 100 level: 30. Minimum number of credit points in units with a LAW prefix: 74. Minimum number of credit points in units with a non-LAW prefix: 33, which must include an approved coherent study for the Bachelor of Commerce.

Prescribed Units for Bachelor of Laws: LAW114, LAW115, LAW203, LAW204, LAW208, LAW209, LAW314, LAW315, LAW316, LAW317, LAW405, LAW406, LAW500.

Note that the following Programs of Study for Commerce can be combined with the Bachelor of Laws. These are in addition to the combined Law with Commerce (Economics) ECOL02 and the combined Law with Commerce (Finance) FNCL01 programs.

- Accounting
- Business Law and Economics
- Demography
- Applied Econometrics
- Japanese Economy and Language
- Economics and Marketing
- Marketing and Organisational Behaviour
- Marketing and Demography
- Statistics (Operations Research)
- Electronic Commerce and Database Systems

Students are advised to seek academic advice when constructing one of the above programs.